Iconic Awards: Interior Innovation for LEICHT

Design award for „innovative top performance“: LEICHT has received the Iconic Awards: Interior Innovation prize for its new design range EVO.

The special feature of the EVO planning concept that won the design prize Iconic Awards: Interior Innovation in January 2017 is the increase in the front line of 15 millimetres. Visually the worktop is submerged in the elevated front, showing just a 5-millimetre visible edge of elegant carbon glimmer. The jury described the entire package as puristic and elegant. The worktops that can be used in the EVO concept are made of laminate, quartz material or granite. Worktop, edge, handle and front are always kept in the same colour. 

(Photo: LEICHT)

The Iconic Awards: Interior Innovation „Winner“ design prize awarded in January 2017 by the German Design Council, a renowned design institute, underlines LEICHT’s role as an international architectural brand. The filigree, precise and puristic look were cited as outstanding design features of the new design range EVO developed by LEICHT to cater to the requirements of challenging kitchen planning. The design award honours „innovative top performance“ and stands for the networking of the worlds of architecture and furnishing.

EVO - the fusion of front and worktop

EVO is eye-catching thanks to its timeless and puristic elegant appearance generated by the colour harmony of worktop, edge, handle and front. The worktop edge, at just 5 mm, underlines the apparent „simplicity‘ and elegance of this kitchen concept. The kitchen shown here is in carbon grey; in addition, EVO is available in a further five colour nuances – in white and reserved beige tones.
The elegant appearance of EVO conveys a sense of great harmony and delicate re-serve which is why it is perfect for use in modern kitchen planning featuring a flowing transition from the kitchen to the living area.

It was precisely this networking of the worlds of architecture and furnishing so highly valued by the Design Council that made LEICHT want to compete. This award once again underlines the company’s expertise in providing top-flight, architecturally-oriented kitchen plans. LEICHT now works with leading architects and planners all over the world and is appreciated for the wide range and diverse planning possibilities offered by its kitchens – outstanding international examples have recently been showcased in our own publication „architecture + kitchen“.

The EVO design range looks incredibly filigree with a worktop edge of just 5 millimetres and is being shown with the kitchen ranges VALAIS I BONDI for the very first time. An overall harmonious picture results from the combination with the carbon grey fronts and handles. The front surfaces are a truly sensational experience: a velvety matt lacquer with a unique anti-fingerprint finish. (Photo: LEICHT)

EVO together with the kitchen ranges VALAIS I BONDI. A further characteristic of the innovative EVO design range is the combination of materials: the relief-look rear panel made of high-grade genuine oak veneer (alpine natural oak) provides a warm and homely contrast to the purist industry style of the carbon grey surfaces. New features showcased here are the open floor shelf unit with solid wooden drawers showing all the signs of true craftsmanship as well as the carbon grey LED light boards. The skilful balance of harmony and contrasts is characteristic of LEICHT kitchens. (Photo: LEICHT)
Characteristic of the EVO design concept: the fine surrounding metal edge of the worktop gives the kitchen island and the same-coloured fronts and handles a clear-cut, precise, top-quality aura. The meticulous design is continued on the inside with storage units made of genuine wood veneer. A LEICHT kitchen is a joy to look at even with open pullouts. (Photo: LEICHT)

Great love of detail in the design range EVO: narrow, carbon grey shelves break up the rear panel and create space for a personal showcasing of treasured and useful items. They are also a charming contrast to the alpine natural oak surface. (Photo: LEICHT)